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of suitable length is explained, and then read with good
pronunciation (the art of expressive reading: being-
relegated to the teaching of the vernacular). Then
follows practice with the new vocabulary—working new
words into sentences, examining more carefully their
use and meaning, and helping the pupil to find his way
about them. The pupil is now ready for practice in
continuous oral expression, the length of the speech and
the amount of guidance given being adjusted to the
actual standard of the class, and care being taken to let
no serious errors pass unwittingly into general speech
habits.
From all this preceding study, matter for written
exercises will be available in the pupils' minds, the
teacher again adapting the exercise to the pupils' ability
and to special vocabulary requirements. The reader
will notice that I have called this programme a lesson
unit, not a lesson.
He will rightly conclude that not all the steps in the
programme will be comprised within a lesson period of
forty or forty-five minutes, that the procedure here
outlined as typical is not to be treated as invariable—it
illustrates principles, but is not the only possible illustra-
tion of them. The written exercises will not all be done
in class. And the continuous oral composition can often
form a separate lesson, or come first, as a method of
revision, in a period in which a new lesson follows.
Rigid adherence to one formula for every lesson shows,
an indolent or mechanical mind, which does not adapt
itself to the varying needs of the pupil in order to
proportion his progress or allow for the varying
difficulty of advance. The teacher (a?id the inspecting
officer or headmaster] will measure success by the pitpifs
increasing mastery of Englishy not by the formal perfection
of a lesson according to conventional rides, nor the number of
text-book pages recorded or covered in the time.
In concluding this chapter it may be useful to warn
teachers against the common error, especially of teachers
•of languages, of doing most of the talking themselves,
and leaving little for their pupils. The teacher's
temptation is to be always explaining, or setting
linguistic examples, or writing at length on the

